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Plant cells, as animal cells are equipped with ion channels
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Some channels/transporters are molecularly identified in plants:
Glutamate receptor,  Shaker K+ channels,  CLC channels 3



Channel gating is modulated by ……
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Plant ion channels are involved in sensing and signaling
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2 Long distance electrical signaling
1 Oscillation sensing 5



Plants sense and respond to internal and external mechanical forces 

Adaptation  (structural reinforcement, gene regulation, …)

Braam, Plant Phytologist 2004

TOUCH

(Hamant, et al., Science, 2008)
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Plant oscillates around one Hertz

terrestrial plants are submitted to repetitive mechanical load

Mechanical oscillation sensing in plants

mechanically
activated
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Fast coupling between membrane tension and electrical signal

Mechanosensitive channel

Mechanosensitve channels (MS) is a transducer of mechanical force
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Opening with membrane stretchingOpening with membrane stretching
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Tracking the MS activity with the High Speed Pressure-Clamp system

Patch clamp combined with fast speed pressure stimulation 
allows to study kinetics properties of MS channels

( Peyronnet et al., Font. Plant Sci., 2014)



Identification of mechanosensitive MSL channels in Arabidopsis
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MscS
E. coli

MSL(Mechanosensitive channel Small conductance-Like): the first 
mechanosensitive channel identified in plant

(Haswell and Peyronnet et al.,  Current Biol. 2008 )              ( Peyronnet et al., Plant Signaling and Behavior 2008)

http://energy.gov/
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Function in osmoregulation (Kung, Nature 2005)
(Levina, EMBO J. 1999)
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Pressure 
step

Current

+ 20 mmHg
0 mmHg

MSL10 is quickly activated and deactivated
in response to plus pressure stimulation

∆5 + MSL10
-180 mV

Voltage

Bath

Pipette

50 mM CaCl2
150 mM CsCl2

20 pA
Close 
Open1
Open2
Open3

+ 30 mmHg
+ 40 mmHg
+ 50 mmHg

Lamp (70W)
≈ 300 mA

Macroscopic current represents the channel population

1 s
100 pA

20 mmHg ≈ 2.66 Pa ≈ 0.03 atm
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Pressure 
step

Current

MSL10 is quickly activated and deactivated
in response to plus pressure stimulation

∆5 + MSL10
-180 mV

Voltage

Bath

Pipette

50 mM CaCl2
150 mM CsCl2

+ 50 mmHg

Activation
τ ≈ 200 ms

1 s
100 pA

Deactivation
τ ≈ 50 ms  

0 mmHg

Rapid activation and deactivation

MSL10 is a candidate to respond to oscillations



Plant level

Oscillatory
pressure

stimulation

Channel level

Does MSL channels behave as a oscillatory sensor for the plant ?

Oscillatory
mechanical
stimulation
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Investigation of responses at Channel level and Plant level to 
oscillatory stimulations



MSL10 channel respond to oscillatory pressure stimulation

oscillatory
pressure

MSL10 respond with greater efficiency during oscillatory than static 
mechanical stimulation

MSL 10 behaves as a transducer of oscillations (from 0,3 Hz to 30 Hz)
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20 Hz4 Hz

1 min vibration

High frequencyLow frequencyControl
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Experimental set up for Arabidopsis floral shoot 
oscillatory stimulation 

Looking for “mechanoresponsive genes” expression induced
by oscillatory stimulation of the Arabidopsis plant shoot 



Analysis of the level of transcript of different 
« mechanosensitive genes » by qRT-PCR 

4 Hz
20 Hz

Control

1 min
Harvesting

After 30 min
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Mechanoresponsive genes are induced in response to
oscillatory mechanical  stimulation 

Wild Type plant
or

ko mutant for MSL10

MSL10 channel is necessary for the induction of 
ZAT gene (zinc finger protein) expression by oscillatory stimulation

MSL10 channel is involved in oscillation perception at whole plant level
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Conclusions

Adaptation
Thigmomorphogenesis

Mechanical stress
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MSL channel
=
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Outlook

Adaptation

Mechanical stress

In

Out

Oscillation

MSL channels

Anion 

Depolarization

ROS, Ca2+, …
?

Cell wall ?

Cytoskeleton ?

Membrane ?

Signal
transduction



Long distance electrical signaling

Recording using extracellular contact electrodes

salt bridge

Vm
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activated
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Long distance electrical signaling

A wounding stimulation induces an Action potential (AP), a wounding 
stimulation induces a Slow Wave (SW) 

non-wounding
(electric, cooling)

wounding
(cutting, burning)

AP
SW
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Action Potential

AP

AP characteristics:
stim.: electric, cooling
duration: 5‐20 sec
velocity: 10‐30 mms‐1
refractory period: several min
spreading: local (leaf)

Bidens pilosa

(Frachisse et al., Physiol. Plant,, 1985)
(Fromm et al., Plant, Cell and Environment, 2007)

electric
stimulation
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Plant Action Potential
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AP is generated by a NO3
-/Cl- inward current followed by a K+ outward 

current and propagated via plasmodesmata (gap junction)

electrogenesis:
inspired from Chara, Dionea

propagation:
electrotonic, electrical 

coupling by
plasmodesmata

Vm
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activated
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activated
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Slow Wave

SW

SW characteristics:
stim: cutting, wounding
duration: 0.5‐5 min
velocity: 1‐5 mms‐1

Tomato plant
heat
Stim.

(Stankovic et al., Plant Physiol., 1997)

AP

SW
Bidens pilosa

wounding
stimulation

(Frachisse et al., Physiol. Plant,, 1985)
(Fromm et al., Plant, Cell and Environment, 2007)
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Slow Wave

SW

SW is induced by wounding and might be propagated through a 
pressure variation

electrogenesis:
H+-pump,
voltage 

dependent
channel ?

poorly 
understood

propagation: Hypothesis
1/ loss of tension in vessels  Xylem
2/ MS channel activation  phloem

3/ potential variation

Vm

mechanically
activated

voltage
activated
2

Wounding ►

(Frachisse et al., Physiol. Plant,, 1985)
(Stankovic et al., Plant Physiol., 1997)

(Julien et al., J. Exp. Bot., 1991)
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Mimosa pudica AP SW
Willow AP ?
Poplar ? SW

Concephalum conicum AP ?

Chara AP
Nitella AP

Cucumber AP ?
Lupin AP ?
Tomato AP SW
Bean AP SW
sunflower AP SW
Bidens pilosus AP SW

Maize AP SW

Liverwort

algae

Monocot.

Dicot.

Trees

Action Potential and Slow Wave are found in all plants
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Propagation of electrical signal upon 
GLUTAMATE RECEPTOR‐LIKE protein 
dependency

1st example
(Mousavi et al., Nature, 2013)

Physiological significance of electrical signaling

Electrical signal trigger jasmonate pathway leading to defense reaction 

Wounding
i.e. insect

Jasmonate

DefenseAlexander Christmann

(inspired from A. Christmann et al., Nature 2013)



Bidens pilosa
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décapitation

Release of
apical dominancy

After decapitation one of the two axillary buds will become dominant 

Physiological significance of electrical signaling

2nd example
(Frachisse et al., Physiol. Plant, 1985)
(Desbiez et al., Planta, 1984)
(Thellier et al., Physiol. Plant, 1982)

A B
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traumatism

propagation

1 mn 5 to 15 days

Cotyledons
ablation

décapitation

Release of
apical dominancy

Action
Potential

Slow
Wave

Traumatism immediately induces AP and SW and later after decapitation
a bud growth dissymmetry

Physiological significance of electrical signaling

2nd example
(Frachisse et al., Physiol. Plant, 1985)
(Desbiez et al., Planta, 1984)
(Thellier et al., Physiol. Plant, 1982)

Induction of bud growth dissymmetry via 
a wave of electrical depolarization 

A B
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Action
Potential

Slow
Wave

Mechanism and function of these two modes of electrical signaling
need more attention!

Physiological significance of electrical signaling

2nd example (Frachisse et al., Physiol. Plant, 1985)
(Desbiez et al., Planta, 1984) (Thellier et al., Physiol. Plant, 1982)

dissymmetry
index 

number
of 

traumatism

0/0

++/0

+++/+++

A B

The electrical signal bring the information of growth dissymmetry

Bud growth dissymmetry 


